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university of Oregon – school of architecture and allied arts – department of architecture 
arch4/507 terminal studio preparation seminar – nancy cheng  

 
 
Assignment 5  
Representing Site  
Analytic blogpost due: Tues Oct 30, 9am 

Diagrams blogpost due: Tues Nov. 6, 9am 

 S. Maria in Trastevere by Giovanni Maggi c.1625 
Drawing is a way of thinking. Active mapping is tracing the understanding of a place.  By 
combining careful observation and interviews with experts and inhabitants, it is possible to 
deeply know a community's essence.  Translating this knowledge into powerful 
representations requires understanding of graphic language and time-based media. Petra 
Kempf advocates that each person develop a personal way to record the dynamic 
experience of the city, rejecting conventional maps as dead static artifacts of the past 
century. For the resulting representations to communicate, a spatial user needs to codify 
personal perceptions, thoughts and reactions into a language of legible components. 
 As you study lectures, books and websites, examine how every representation both 
reveals and conceals. The most interesting representations reveal something invisible or tell 
a story about the narrator's interests. Strong, targeted site diagrams are generally a direct 
result of a person bringing a specific inquiry to a place.  Consider the ten different ways of 
knowing a landscape described by D.W. Meinig.  How would the graphics of these 
approaches vary for seeing landscape as nature, history, wealth, system, etc?  A strong way 
to understand place representation is to look at the videos, maps, diagrams and images that 
are accompanied by a philosophy and method of seeing. 
  
For Oct. 30: 

1. CRITIQUE how place is conveyed at the EcoDistricts Summit or other lecture.. 
2. READ excerpts from McHarg's classic essay that describes how to overlay 

information on maps to generate design ideas.  
3. WRITE a blogpost on what makes a compelling visual and verbal project story (300 

words). Optionally edit and post a revised Material Site Interpretation. 
 

For Nov. 6: 
4. COMPARE and contrast the content and graphic language in two approaches 

which taught you the most about representing place. Browse at least five books and 
resources on mapping and place representation. 

a. What factors are mapped?   
b. How are relationships between factors shown?   
c. What about the graphic language is clarifies, what is confusing? 

5. REPRESENT your site, emulating one of the methods.   Condense your 
understanding of the factual site constraints into 6 carefully edited analytical 
images.    
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6. POST your 6 representations with ~300 words comparing the two methods and 
explaining how you applied them.  Include thumbnail images of the two methods 
with citations of their sources and links to any online references.  

 
REQUIRED READING 
McHarg, Ian, Design with Nature, Sea & Survival pp. 7-18, A Step Forward p. 31-42. 
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